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I) Observations from discussions with residents:
Four of the five researchers; George Hessler, David Hessler, Bruce Walker, and Paul Schomer met with
affected residents of Shirley and discussed the problems they had that were precipitated by the wind
turbines. This discussion produced several notable points not previously known by this researcher.
1. At most locations where these health problems occurred, the wind turbines were generally
not audible. That is, these health problems are devoid of noise problems and concomitant noise
annoyance issues. The wind turbines could only be heard distinctly a one of the 3 residences examined,
and they could not even be heard indoors at this one residence during high wind conditions.
2. The residents could sense when the turbines turned on and off; this was independent of
hearing the turbines.
3. The residents reported "bad spots" in their homes but pointed out that these locations were
as likely to be "bad" because of the time they spent at those locations, as because of the "acoustic"
(inaudible) environment. The residents certainly did not report large changes from one part of their
residences to another.
4. The residents reported little or no change to the effects based on any directional factors.
Effects were unchanged by the orientation of the rotor with respect to the house; the house could be
upwind, downwind, or crosswind of the source.
5. Residents of the nearest house reported that their baby son, now 2 years old, would wake
up 4 times a night screaming. This totally stopped upon their leaving the vicinity of the wind turbines,
and he now sleeps 8 hours and awakens happy.
I) Implications of these observations:
1. The fact that these residents largely report wind turbines as inaudible, and the reported
effects on a baby seem to rule out the illness being caused by extreme annoyance as some have
suggested.
2. The lack of change with orientation of the turbine with respect to the house and the lack of
change with position in the house suggest that we are dealing with very low frequencies; frequencies
where the wind turbine size is a fraction of the wavelength‐‐about 3 Hz or lower.
II) Observations from results of measurements:
1. These observations are based upon the coherence plots and coherence graphs produced by
Bruce Walker. He produced both amplitude, frequency and coherence plots and 10 minute coherence
charts showing only amplitude and frequency. While both show the same thing, this analysis
concentrates on the latter because the former have only a 30 dB dynamic range. Figures 1 and 2 show
the coherence between the outdoor ground plane microphone and 4 indoor spaces at Residence 2: the
living room, the master bedroom, behind the kitchen, and in the basement. Figure 3 shows the single
valid example of basement measurements at Residence 3. The data from Residence 2 are for optimum
wind conditions in terms of the turbine operation. Whereas the data at Residence 3 are for low wind
conditions and not necessarily indicative of what would be found were the wind turbines operating at
normal power.
2. In Implications (I), it is inferred from the resident observations that the important effects
result from very low frequency infrasound, about 3 Hz or lower. We can test the assertion with the data
collected at the three residences at Shirley. Only Residence 2 was tested during optimum wind
conditions, so that is the primary source of data used herein. Figures 1 and 2 show the coherence
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between the outdoor ground plane microphone and the four indoor spaces listed above. First, we
examine Figure 1. All of the four spaces exhibit coherence at 0.7 Hz, 1.4 Hz, 2.1 Hz, 2.8 Hz and 3.5 Hz,
and in this range there is no coherence indicated except for these five frequencies. The basement
continues, with coherence exhibited at 4.2 Hz, 4.9 Hz. 5.6 Hz, 6.3 Hz and 7 Hz. The coherence in the
basement drops low from 10‐18 Hz and is more or less random and low after 18 Hz. Figure 1b shows
the coherence just for the frequency range from 10 Hz to 35 Hz, and essentially this figure exhibits
random patterns with no correlation from one room to the next. For example, coherence with the
microphone behind the kitchen is high from 10‐14 Hz and the master bedroom is high from 12‐14 Hz
while the other two spaces exhibit low coherence, and again the master bedroom is high 28‐35 Hz with
the others being low, and the living room is high from 50‐58 Hz with the other spaces low; no pattern.
In contrast all four spaces are lock step together in their coherence with the outdoor microphone below
about 4 Hz. Figure 2, another sample from Residence 2 shows much the same pattern. In this case, 0 .7
Hz, 1.4 Hz, 2.1 Hz clearly are evident for all four spaces. For some reason 2.8 Hz is much reduced for the
living room but 3.5 Hz is evident for all four spaces. In terms of the basement a number of other peaks
are evident up to about 8 Hz where the basement then falls low until about 18 Hz and is random
thereafter. As with Figure 1, there is no pattern to the coherence function above about 8 Hz.
3. Residence 2, and indeed all three residences, exhibit classic wall resonances in about the 10‐
35 Hz range which are different for each room and exposure, so it is reasonable to suppose that the
randomness in the 10‐35 Hz region in the above ground rooms is the result of wall resonances. The
basement, which has no common wall with the outside, exhibits generally the lowest coherence in the
10‐35Hz region. Thus, I conclude that the only wind turbine related data evident in the measurements
at Residence 2 are the very low frequencies ranging from the blade passage frequency of 0.7 Hz to up to
about 7 Hz. This conclusion is consonant with the residents' reports that the effects were similar from
one space to another but a little to somewhat improved in the basement, the effects were independent
of the direction of the rotor and generally not related to audible sound.
4. Figure 4 shows the coherence as functions of both time and frequency, and it is clear that the
basement shows the greatest coherence below 8Hz of the four spaces and the least coherence above
8Hz. This result further supports the conclusion that it is the very low frequencies that are important.
5. Figure 3 is for Residence 3 which was 7000 feet from the nearest turbine, in contrast to
Residence 2 which was only 1100 feet from the nearest turbine. Even here with much reduced
amplitude there seems to be several frequencies where the four spaces have peaks together beginning
at 0.8 Hz. However, unlike Residence 2, the coherence functions for all four of the space move together
from about 15 Hz to 70 Hz. The sound pressure level at the outdoor microphone and at each of the four
indoor spaces shows every harmonic from what appears to be the first harmonic at 20 Hz through 200
Hz. To my thinking this was clearly a loud outdoor source with a fundamental frequency of just under 20
Hz. And indeed it was. I called Bruce and he told me it was a helicopter. (I was not present the last day)
6. Figure 5 shows the sound pressure level for first minute of the 10 minutes represented by
Figure 1, above. This figure, which is sensitive to the lowest frequencies shows that at these very low
frequencies the sound pressure level in all four spaces is quite similar. The small changes from different
positions in the house also suggests that the house is small compared to the wavelength so that the
insides of the house are acting like a closed cavity with uniform pressure throughout being driven by
very low‐frequency infrasound.
II) Implications of the measurements:
1. The measurements support the hypothesis developed in (I )that the primary frequencies are
very low, in the range of several tenths of a Hertz up to several Hertz. The coherence analysis shows
that only the very low frequencies appear throughout the house and are clearly related to the blade
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passage frequency of the turbine. As Figure 5 shows, the house is acting like a cavity and indeed at 5 Hz
and below, where the wavelength is 200 Ft or greater, the house is small compared to the wavelength.
III) Observations from related literature:
1. We consider a 1987 paper entitled: Motion Sickness Symptoms and Postural Changes
Following Flights in Motion‐Based Flight Trainers .
This paper was motivated by Navy pilots becoming ill from using flight simulators. The
problems encountered by the Navy pilots appear to be somewhat similar to those reported by the
Shirley residents. This 1987 paper focused on whether the accelerations in a simulator might cause
symptoms similar to those caused by motion sickness or seasickness. Figure 6 (Figure 1 from the
reference) shows the advent of motion sickness in relation to frequency, acceleration level and duration
of exposure. To develop these data, subjects were exposed to various frequencies, acceleration levels
and exposure durations, and the Motion Sickness Incidence (MSI) was developed as the percentage of
subjects who vomited. Figure 6 show two delineated regions. The lower region is for an MSI of 10%.
The top end of this region is for an exposure duration of 30 minutes and the bottom end is for eight
hours of exposure. The upper delineated region has the same duration limits but is for an MSI of 50%.
The acceleration levels indicated for the SH3 Sea King Simulator show that the accelerations in the y and
z direction went well into the nauseogenic region as defined by the Navy, whereas the P3‐C Orion
simulator had comparable accelerations in the x direction and lower accelerations in the y and z
direction. Not surprisingly pilots' reports of sickness increased dramatically after exposure to the SH3
simulator while exposure to the P3 ‐C simulator had virtually no effect on reports of sickness.
2. What is important here is the range encompassed by the delineated regions of Figure 6.
Essentially, this nauseogenic condition occurs below 1 Hz; above 1Hz it appears that accelerations of 1G
would be required for the nauseogenic condition to manifest itself. While the Navy criteria are for
acceleration, in Shirley we are dealing with pressures in a closed cavity, the house. Acceleration of the
fluid filled semi‐circular canal in the ear will manifest itself as force on the canal. The similarity between
force on the canal from acceleration and pressure on the canal from being in a closed cavity suggest that
the mechanisms and frequencies governing the nauseogenic region are very similar for both pressure
and acceleration.
3. As the generated electric power of a wind turbine doubles the sound power doubles and the
blade passage frequency decreases by about 1/3 of an octave. The wind turbines at Shirley have a
blade passage frequency of about 0.7 Hz. This suggests that a wind turbine producing 1 MW would have
a blade passage frequency of about 0.9 Hz, and on Figure 6, a change from 0.7 Hz to 0.9 Hz requires a
doubling of the acceleration for the same level of response. Thus, it is very possible that this
nauseogenic condition has not appeared frequently heretofore because older wind farms were built
with smaller wind turbines. However, the 2 MW, 0.7Hz wind turbines clearly have moved well into the
nauseogenic frequency range.
III) Implications from the Navy's Nauseogenic Criteria:
1. This analysis suggests that similar problems to the problems in Shirley can be expected for
other wind turbines that have the same or lower fundamental frequency. The Navy criteria suggests
that to maintain the same level of health‐related effects as have occurred heretofore, the levels of a 2
MW,0.7 Hz wind turbine as experienced in the community must be 6 dB lower than those for 1 MW, 0.9
Hz wind turbine. Moreover, Figure 6 does not bode well for future larger wind turbines if they go even
lower in frequency.
IV) Descriptors for Wind Turbine Emissions
1. Currently the wind turbine industry presents only A‐weighted octave band data down to 31
Hz. They have stated that the wind turbines do not produce low frequency sound energies. The
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measurements at Shirley have clearly shown that low frequency infrasound is clearly present and
relevant. A‐weighting is totally inadequate and inappropriate for description of this infrasound. In point
of fact, the A‐weighting, and also the C and Z‐weightings for a Type 1 sound level meter have a lower
tolerance limit of ‐4.5 dB in the 16 Hz one‐third‐octave band, a tolerance of minus infinity in the 12.5 Hz
and 10 Hz one‐third‐ octave bands, and are totally undefined below the 10 Hz one‐third‐octave band.
Thus, the International Electro‐technical Commission (IEC) standard needs to include both infrasonic
measurements and a standard for the instrument by which they are measured.
V) The Tests We Should Perform
1. That the wind turbines make people sick is difficult to prove or disprove. However, the
sensing of the turbines turning on or off is testable. Consider the two houses where there is no audible
sound. Residents would arrive at the house with the wind turbines running for something like a 2‐hour
test. Sometime during the first hour, the wind turbines might or might not be turned off. If turned off,
it would be the residents task to sense this "turn off" within some reasonable time‐‐say 1 hour.
Correct responses (hits) would be sensing a "turn off" when the turbines were turned off, or sensing no
change if they were not turned off. Incorrect responses (misses) would be failure to sense a turn off
when the turbines were turned off, or "sensing" a turn off when the turbines were not turned off.
Similar tests could be done starting with the turbines initially off.
2. It would be necessary to prevent the subjects from seeing the turbines or being influenced by
one another. If everyone marked a silent response on their board or into their laptop at the same time;
say every 5 minutes, then no one would be able to know another person's responses. Pure chance is
50/50, so a hit rate statistically significantly greater than 50/50, and/or a miss rate statistically
significantly less than 50/50 would indicate that the residents were able to sense the wind turbines
without the use of sight or sound.
3. Testing would take about 3 to 5 good days; days when the wind was such that the wind
turbines were operating at a substantial fraction of full power. Up to 3 tests per day could be done, with
3‐4 subjects in each of the two, or possibly 3, houses. Physical measurements would be made of the
before and after conditions at each house simultaneously to correlate with the sensing tests. Each
subject would be tested up to 5 times. Note: Testing multiple times per day presupposing that the
subjects could tolerate such a rigorous testing schedule.
4. The testing would require at least 1 researcher at each house to take the physical
measurements and one researcher to supervise the sensing test with one test "proctor" per test room.
It would be necessary for the proctor to help the researcher performing the physical measurements
during non‐test hours with activities like calibration.
5. Conduct of this test clearly requires the assistance and cooperation of Duke Energy. This test
can only be done if Duke Energy turns on and off the turbines from full power, as requested and for the
length of time requested.

Figure 1a, b: R2‐5T212420‐‐coherence with outdoor‐ground plane microphone; Living Room‐Blue, Master
Bed Room‐ Red, Behind Kitchen‐ Green, Basement‐Purple, b is an expanded view from 9` Hz to 35 Hz
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Figure 2a, b: R2‐5T204657‐‐coherence with outdoor, ground‐plane microphone; Living Room‐Blue, Master Bed Room‐
Red, Behind Kitchen‐ Green, Basement‐Purple, b is an expanded view from 9 Hz to 35 Hz
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Figure
3a, b: R2‐5T204657; Living Room‐Blue, Upstairs Bed Room‐ Orange, Family Room‐ Turquoise, Basement‐Purple, b
a
is an expanded view from 10 Hz to 100 Hz. Note the strong coherence from 20 through at least 80 Hz that resulted from
a nearby Helicopter.

4a‐ Living Room

4c‐ Behind Kitchen

4b‐ Master Bed Room

4d‐ Basement

Figure 4a,b,c,d‐ Coherence with the outside ground microphone and the four inside microphones in the locations
indicated. Note the Basement (4d) which does not have walls coincident with outside shows high coherence at the
wind turbine blade passage frequency for several harmonics and almost no coherence above about 8 Hz where the
at or above ground walls are resonant.
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Figure 5‐ First of the ten minute period of 5T212420. Note that the SPL is very similar for all indoor locations.

6.
Figure 1 from "Motion Sickness Symptoms and Postural Changes Following Flights in
Motion‐Based Flight Trainers"
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